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RED:
1. area of 
snow accumulation  
2. area of ice melt   
3. equilibrium line  4. snowline
bluE:  1. annual layers, snow and firn   
2. basal erosion  3. icefall  4. basal till  5. subglacial 
streams  6. englacial till  7. subglacial moraine  8. river gravel
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how Glaciers work
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All of our guides are qualified or are in 
training for Glacier Guides certification, 
through the internationally recognised 
New Zealand Mountain Guides  
Association (NZMGA). This means we  
offer the highest level of safety which 
is a key part of our commitment to 
providing safe, enjoyable, high quality 
trips onto Fox Glacier.

At 12kms, Fox Glacier is the longest of the awe-inspiring New Zealand  
West Coast glaciers. At its head, soaring peaks of over 3,000m (10,000ft) 
dominate the vista. These include New Zealand’s highest peaks Aoraki  
(Mt Cook) and Mt Tasman.

This mighty moving river of ice falls 2,600 metres, or a little over 8,000ft,  
on its journey from the base of the Southern Alps to the West Coast.  

New Zealand’s West Coast glaciers are unique and probably the most 
accessible glaciers in the world, as they terminate close to a temperate 
rainforest just 270 metres above sea level.  

So special is this mountain environment, that it forms part of the UNESCO 
Te Wähipounamu – South West New Zealand World Heritage Area.

Fox Glacier is easily accessible from Fox Glacier township. Our town is small, 
charming and retains a peaceful country town feel, yet offers great  
restaurants and accommodation options. Look for our building in town,  
you can’t miss us!

deep in the heart of fox Glacier: Your guide is both knowledgeable and 
passionate about Fox Glacier and will enjoy sharing with you the history, geology 
and stories of this amazing environment.

The unique combination of climate and shape means that Fox (and Franz 
Josef) Glaciers move at approximately 10 times the speed of other valley 
glaciers around the world. At Fox Glacier this is due to the funnel-like shape 
of the glacial valley and the huge nevé, the snow accumulation area, at the 
top of the glacier. Fox Glacier’s nevé is 25 square kms, bigger than the whole 

of Christchurch City!

Glaciers are held in 
the  delicate balance  
by the accumulation  
of snow gained in the 
upper glacier and ice 
melting in the lower 
part. An increase in 
snowfall at the nevé 
will result in the 
glacier advancing. 
Correspondingly,  
a faster melt will 
result in the glacier 
retreating. 

ReseRvations –  Bookings aRe essential

44 Main Road, Fox Glacier, New Zealand
S 43°27’55.03” E 170°1’3.52”

T +64 3 751 0825   F +64 3 751 0857
 E info@foxguides.co.nz

How to find us:

Follow State Highway 
6 south from Hokitika 
for approximately  
2 hours. 

Driving north,  
we are 5  
hours from 
Queenstown, 
via Wanaka  

and Haast.

Hobnail Café

You’ll find the Hobnail Café on-site. We’re open from 7.30 am serving 
delicious breakfasts, lunches, coffee and delicatessen style meals, and you 
can dine indoors or alfresco. Heading off on a glacier adventure? Make sure 
you allow plenty of time to enjoy your meal. We’re also very happy to put 
some snacks together for you to take on the ice. Wifi is free with any  
Hobnail Café purchase, so if you want to upload photos from your Fox Glacier 
experience, this is the perfect opportunity.  
Hobnail Souvenir Shop

A great place to pick up high-quality gifts or mementos from your visit to  
Fox Glacier and New Zealand’s West Coast.  You’ll find highly sought-after  
West Coast Pounamu (greenstone), unique skin care products and our own 
NZ-designed and made Fox Glacier tee-shirts, plus a range of other gift and 
souvenir items.  Come in and blitz your gift shopping for loved ones at home, 
you’ll find something for everyone at the Hobnail Souvenir Shop.

Your experience, our privilege.

Why you should choose
Fox Glacier Guiding

fox glacieR facts fox glacieR moves fast!

deePeR

DIG
Time to get intimate.

We enjoy a close 
relationship with  
the Department of 
Conservation and we  
are committed to the 
preservation of  
Fox Glacier as one of  
New Zealand’s premier 
natural wonders.

guidesouR

BiggeR is BetteR... 
Travelling 12kms, Fox Glacier is the longest  
of the West Coast glaciers.
 

less steeP... 
We cater for a range of fitness abilities.  
Because the gradient on Fox Glacier is less 
steep, walkers find Fox Glacier less physically 
demanding. 
 

less distant... 
The walk to view the Fox Glacier terminal face  
takes around 35 minutes. For the other local 
glacier the walk takes approximately an hour.

 

less cRoWded... 
We are privileged to be operating in a  
World Heritage Area. Our aim is to provide  
an intimate and special experience, so we  
guide fewer people on the glacier.

PRivately oWned  
and oPeRated... 
Because we are privately owned we are 
passionate about offering you the best  
glacier experience. 
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Fox Glacier

Fox Glacier ¾ hr

1.5 km

2.7 km

other local glacier 1 hr

Privately owned

Fox Glacier

other local glacier

book oNliNE at foxguides.co.nz
FREEphoNE 0800 111 600 WithiN NZ
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intRoducing
Fox Glacier Guiding

environment
We’re committed to maintaining and preserving this unique environment.  
The good news is, you’re helping, as a portion of the cost of your trip cost goes 
to help fund the Department of Conservation, who maintain the glacier 
environment for everyone to enjoy! Cool.

What to bring on  
your Fox Glacier trip:  

S	3 – 4 layers of warm upper 
body clothing. Comfortable 
trousers or shorts in summer. 
Jeans are not recommended. 

S	A day pack with drinks  
and snacks. 

S	Sunglasses, sun protection  
and your camera.

S	A warm hat and gloves.
S	Your own boots and raincoats 

may be suitable, check with 
your guide.

(Any items you need are 
available for purchase at  
our shop). 

Supplied equipment...  

S	Leather boots, woollen socks 
and crampons.

S	Waterproof raincoats,  
overtrousers.

S	Walking poles.
S	Woollen mittens and hats  

in winter (if required).
S	All specialist equipment for  

All Day Heli Hike, Ice Climbing 
and Chancellor Dome trips.

The wild West Coast... 

We are operating in a very 
changeable alpine environment 
and therefore trips may vary 
from descriptions and have to  
be cancelled from time to time 
due to natural events.

If you choose to cancel your 
booking with us a full refund  
will be issued, provided you  
give us the appropriate period 
of notice as outlined in our 
Refund and Cancellation Policy. 
Please do not hesitate to ask if 
you require details of this policy.

It’s our privilege to guide you on Fox Glacier,  
one of New Zealand’s truly natural wonders.   
Whether you are walking, heli-hiking or  
ice-climbing with us in this incredible environment,   
we can promise you a memory you’ll cherish.  

 We have a long guiding history on the glacier,  
(guided walks first started in 1928) those  years of 
accumulated knowledge and experience mean we  
are able to guide you with  complete confidence. 

You can rest assured we take your 
safety and comfort very seriously.

 Come and enjoy our friendly  
West Coast hospitality, experience  
the mighty Fox Glacier  with us and 
create a lifetime memory.

what an eiffel! It ’s difficult for the casual observer to 
appreciate how truly massive Fox Glacier is. At 12kms long, 
and reaching a height of 2,800m it dwarfs structures such 
as the 324m Eiffel Tower (superimposed).

*The optimum ice climbing location will be selected by your guide on the day.

BRoWne fox

Chancellor Dome Day and Overnight Heli-Treks:  Unforgettable alpine experiences for first time 
mountaineers. These trips include return helicopter flights and an exciting climb of Chancellor Dome, where you 
will enjoy spectacular views of NZ’s highest peaks. The overnight option allows you to enjoy the sunset over the 
Tasman Sea whilst relaxing over dinner in historic Chancellor Hut. After staying overnight in the hut walk down  
to explore a remote section of the Fox Glacier, before flying back to the Fox township.
“...we can honestly say this was one of the best trips we have undertaken not only here in new Zealand, 
but anywhere.” Tony & Sarah, UK

fox it uP*

Heli-Ice Climbing Adventure:  This day-long experience offers you an exhilarating ice-climbing adventure 
high on the glacier. You’ll helicopter into and out from your ice climbing location, enjoying the breathtaking 
(and close up!) views of the glacier from the air. Don’t worry if you are new to ice climbing, our professional 
guide will tailor the day to offer variety and challenge to newcomers and experts alike. Guide to customer 
ratio is 1:4.

“ice climbing is beyond ‘cool’ and with the great instruction provided, we were scampering up ice walls 
in no time.” Kelly and John, USA

fox tRail

Terminal Face Walk:  This is an informative and leisurely walk over varied terrain in the Fox Valley to a 
viewpoint where you can see the dynamic face of the Te Moeka o Tuawe/Fox Glacier. Listen as your guide 
provides a fascinating commentary, interpreting what you can see and hear on the glacier, and learn about its 
role in shaping the environment. Depending on environmental conditions your guide may take you closer to the 
ice than any unguided walkers. Minimum age: 5 years.

“from all the experiences we had in the 18 day tour of nZ this was one of the best...”  
Melissa Beales, Australia

DUR ATION
8 h r S/2 DAY S

FITNESS LEVEL
g o o D

REPORTING TIME  7.30am   
(1 OCTOBER – 31 MAY)  (CONDITIONS 
PERMIT TING)*

FITNESS LEVEL
g o o D

DUR ATION
8- 9 h r S

REPORTING TIME  8.00am   
(8.15am FROM 1 OC T 2017)*

REPORTING TIME  9.10am   (ALL YE AR) / 
4.50pm   (OC TOBER – END MARCH) /  
2.20pm   (WINTER MONTHS)   
(ADDITIONAL DEPARTURES ON DEMAND)*

DUR ATION
2 h r S

FITNESS LEVEL
Low/m o D E r AT E

flying fox

The Heli-Hike:  Combine the thrill of 2 helicopter flights, with the opportunity to explore a remote and 
pristine part of the glacier on foot, with your knowledgeable guide. Glacial forces are greatest in this area and 
often create spectacular ice caves, arches and tunnels, brilliantly blue in colour. Minimum age: 9 years.

extReme fox

All Day Heli-Hike Adventure:  An adrenalin-rush all day heli-hike adventure including breathtaking return 
helicopter flights in and out of Fox Glacier over lush rainforest, and viewing NZ’s highest peaks. On the glacier 
you might ford crevasses, or climb out of moulin. You might ascend short ice pitches or abseil down ice walls.  
Listen as your highly-experienced guide explains the nature of your glacier encounter and the environment you 
are exploring. We’ll teach you how to use your technical climbing equipment. Lunch is included.

“...by far the best activity oriented company i’ve come across during numerous years of travel across  
the globe.” Debbie Cashmore, UK

“i would highly recommend this to anyone with a sense of adventure and wants a different perspective 
on the glacier, our highlight of new Zealand!” Jordan Green, Australia

REPORTING TIME  8.50am  / 11.50am   
(ALL YE AR) / 2.50pm  (SUMMER SE ASON) 
(ADDITIONAL DEPARTURES ON DEMAND)*

REPORTING TIME  8.00am   
(8.15am FROM 1 OC T 2017)*

DUR ATION
4 h r S

DUR ATION
8- 9 h r S

FITNESS LEVEL
Low/m o D E r AT E

FITNESS LEVEL
g o o D

deePeR

DIG
Fox facts at a glance:

S	12kms from the  
main divide to the 
terminal face

S	Nevé – 25 square kms
S	Glacier depth – up to 

350m
S	Glacier terminates at 

270m above sea level
S	35-45m of snow fall 

per year
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*Closed on Christmas Day


